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One of the aftermaths of the cultural turn in the humanities was that the
way of thinking about the world and perception of reality attracted the attention of historical scientists. New methodological challenges brought about an
increased interest in the issue of the image of the town and perception of towns
and townspeople by historians, art historians and literary historians, marked
since the 1980s. However, it is noteworthy that the tradition of research on the
representation of towns, whether created by means of iconography or words,
is earlier than the influence of postmodernism. Already in 1925 Robert Ezra
Park, a pioneer of the urban sociology, paid attention to the significance of the
town as a mental phenomenon, resulting from processes of perception1. The
research on the literary and artistic forms of creating the town image deve
loped many years later, from the mid-20th century. Simultaneously, in his book
The Image of the City published in 1960, an American urbanist, Kevin Lynch,
presented the results of the research on individual processes of perceiving the
town and shaping its mental images2. In the early 1970s Aron Gurevich considered the image of the world and medieval mode of perceiving the world
as universal categories, critical to the understanding of the European Middle
Ages3. The works of geographers and a French philosopher, Henri Lefèbvre,
published in the 1970s, inspired further studies of the perception of the urban
space and the creation of its image4. At the time, under the influence of the
Annales school, the issue of the image of towns aroused interest of scholars
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studying the culture and burgher’s mentality. Near the end of the 1970s, the
symptoms of the methodological breakthrough emerged. Its essential feature
was the departure from universal images of the world in favour of the individual perception; moreover, the processes of perceiving and creating images
started to be considered in the broad context of social and political conditions.
In the histoire de l’imaginaire Jacques Le Goff advanced the study of the use of
images in the act of creation of individual and collective identities5. Furthermore, Otto Gerhard Oexle presented an inspirational study on the interpretation schemes employed in the processes of perception in the Middle Ages,
which indicated new possibilities of research on reading and understanding
the meanings implicit in the images6. The methodological trend of imagined
history (Vorstellungsgeschichte) developed since the 1980s, has contributed to
the increase of the interest in issues of the urban image as well7. This approach
is still present in the European historiography8.
In the Polish research on the history of towns in the pre-industrial era,
the problem of perception and representation of towns started to be discussed
in the 1990s. It is beyond the scope of this introduction to comprehensively
present the result of the studies; however, even a cursory review of the publication clearly points to the variety of thematic approaches to the problem of
the town image. What has met with particular interest of researchers was the
image of towns and townspeople presented in literary and historiographical
works and travel descriptions9. This problem has been usually undertaken on
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the basis of written and iconographic sources concerning the largest cities .
The studies of religiosity and sacral topography of towns have referred to the
issues of the perception of towns and creation of their image. The latter has
also been an important element in the studies of the urban order in the Polish
territories11. Of key significance for the topic of our interest is the research on
the urban sigillography, developing in the last decade12.
However, appreciating the achievements, one should also bear in mind the
research deficits; among them, particularly severe are the lack of typological
approach to the phenomenon under study as well as the scarcity of theoretical
reflection and interdisciplinary discussion. Such a situation lay at the root of
the decision of the Commission for Urban History of the Polish National Historical Committee of the Polish Academy of Sciences to respond to the need
of organizing a conference on the image of the town in the Polish lands in the
pre-industrial era. The conference that took place in Toruń was co-organized
by the Institute of History and Archival Sciences of the Nicolaus Copernicus
University on June 8 – 9, 2018. The organizers’ intention was to invite an interdisciplinary group of speakers, including historians, urbanists, art historians
and philologists. The notion of ‘image’ included in the conference title is understood as a historically conditioned construction, a result of the conscious,
or based on knowledge and experience, perception of reality, both past and
present. The papers referred to the images interpreted as the urban and spatial
form of the town, town’s residents, and the political aspects of urban life. The
conference participants employed various types of primary sources containing
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the images of towns, such as written sources (chronicles, panegyric literature,
hodoeporicons) as well as iconographic materials (seals, views, cityscapes)
and cartographic sources. It is worth mentioning that the conference of the
Commission for Urban History was accompanied by the conference of young
researchers of the history of towns, devoted to the issue of town and nature.
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